
You learn a lot about a car
from the comments of others
- especially the negatives.
It's rare for any car to escape

some sort of scathing attack from the
highly opinionated professional auto-
motive nit-pickers we employ here -
but this Alpina Roadster S is one of
them. In seven months and just over
12,000 miles, scores of positives
replaced the moans.

Some of our testers thought the
black padding on the dashboard
ruined the style of the BMW original,

which has a long, sweeping slash of
plasti-metal. Others thought the
wheels a little tasteless - too big, too
dished, a tacky design, not suited to the
car. Same goes for the traditional
Alpina blue and green stitching and
interior badgework - a tad brash. And
there were colleagues who thought the
ride too hard and unsophisticated, the
steering too lacking in road feel: over-
light, not communicative enough and
over-assisted.

All bar the last two are matters of
personal taste, so we can mention them

and quickly move on. And little things
like awkwardly-placed window switches
are BMW's problem, not Alpina's. For
me, the steering was the only area you
could aim real criticism at, and that's
not to say it's bad. Far from it. It's direct,
easy to use and perfectly adequate for
99 per cent of normal driving. But
when you're pushing on, driving the
thing to the very limit, you feel you
could use more feedback and resist-
ance. And the ride - well, it lacks the
artistry of a Lotus Elise, but so does
every other car on the road. Most, when

pushed, thought the ride hard but not
uncomfortable and admitted that they
didn't really notice it. And unless you
were a real drifting hero, you wouldn't
notice the lack of a slippery diff, either.

That's the problem with long-terra
tests. The reports tend to concentrate
on the negatives. But let's be crystal
clear about this: when you fired up the
Roadster's glorious burbling straight
six and blipped the throttle once, all the
negatives disappeared. Never - not
once - in all the non-rainy days I drove
this car from home to work and back, or



on longer trips, did I fail to lower the
roof. It would be a sin not to appreciate
this engine and its exhaust note.

Regular readers may have noticed
that the vagaries of magazine produc-
tion mean that I've introduced another
car - a Subaru Legacy 3.0R Spec B -
before saying goodbye to this one. It
says a lot that I still miss the Alpina
Roadster S profoundly, even with such
a splendid and entertaining car as a
replacement. And what I miss most is
what the wizards at Alpina do best -
that 3.4-litre, 300bhp straight-six

engine. The head and most of the inter-
nals are Alpina - polished and honed
by world-class engineers, taking some
original BMW components and
improving them, or constructing
Alpina-designed parts from scratch.
What you're left with is an engine that
must be counted as one of the best in
the world - powerful, torquey (2761b ft,
and lots of it available low down in the
rev range) and incredibly efficient.

The sound at cold idle is rough - a
sort of grumbling burble, louder than
you expect, cammy and mechanical, •



Manual gearbox rare for an Alpina; S makes the most of the Z4's styling

py because it isn t revving, it s cold and
needs warming, not 'unhappy' because
it's not well-tuned - and there's a con-
stant underlying straight-six drone that
tells you it isn't going to stall or stop or
mess you around. I remember that early
morning burble clearly now, three
months on, and I'll never forget it.
Porsche 911 owners know the feeling -
you fall in love with the noise, and after
a while any other sound just won't do -

unhappy and serious. That's 'unhap- able, fairly spacious and well-equipped.
Expensive, indeed, but for the sort of
people who can afford a car in this
price bracket, money isn't going to be
much of an issue.

Heating and ventilation is excellent,
even with the roof folded, and the
latter is fast-acting and watertight -
completely watertight - and the build
quality is pretty much flawless. The
gearchange is slightly notchy but never
baulks, and even in traffic jams the car
is docile, resting gently on its drivetrain
as it crawls along at tickover, never
jerking or misbehaving. And all the
while the engine does its work, turning
an excellent little roadster into a truly
great one.

One of best journeys I had in the car
was down the Ml on a summer's
evening, in fairly heavy traffic. It wasn't
possible to make up much time by
barging from lane to lane, so I decided
to back right off and enjoy the sunset
and see what sort of fuel economy
numbers I could rack up on the trip
computer, which was very accurate.
The answer was 38.3mpg at a constant
60-65mph in sixth, with occasional
bursts up to 80 or 85mph. No, it's not
the sort of driving you'd do regularly,
but what it demonstrated was the
engine's supreme efficiency, the quality
of its engineering. I rarely achieved less
than 25mpg in normal driving, and all
this with 300bhp on tap and rest to
lOOmph in 13sec if you needed it.

As you've probably guessed, I'd rec-
ommend this car to anyone without
hesitation - in fact I have, more than
once, and the new owners seem to be
very pleased, the lucky people. If you
like the Z4's styling and prefer a front-
engined, rear-wheel-drive roadster to a
mid-engined one, the Alpina S and its
wonderful powerplant lay waste to a
new Porsche Boxster S. Pick the nega-
tives out of that, if you please.

but I'd go as far as to say this car's
engine note is just as distinctive and
appealing as a 91 l's.

Describing everyday living with
this car is a matter of effectively trans-
lating the incredible appeal of that
engine. It gives you plenty of torque at
all points in the rev range, and in
that way is quite different in nature to
an M-division unit. No, it doesn't quite
rev with the same brutal urgency, but
for some, torque and flexibility will
matter more.

And it suits the chassis very well
indeed. At 1320kg it's not a heavy car,
and weight distribution is near-perfect.
It's also exceptionally rigid, with very
little scuttle shake or flex.

Everything else works with pleasing
BMW efficiency: nothing dropped off,
nothing went wrong, the car is comfort-

Handing the Roadster's keys back to Sytner of Nottingham, the car's keeper,
was a fairly upsetting experience, but to have been given the opportunity to
live with it for a few months was a rare honour, and one that was appreciated
by everyone who climbed aboard. You'll pay £31,650 for a standard 3.0 Z4
with no extras, and £38,000 for the basic 3.4 Alpina Roadster S. For that
premium you get a lot more than just an extra 70bhp, 400cc and a few bits of
body kit - you get the exclusivity of the Alpina badge, and a profound
transformation in the car's character. The engineers at Alpina are proud of the
work they do with BMW powerplants, and rightly so - many of the cleverest
details on standard BMW engines were developed by Alpina in the first place.
The straight six in this Roadster S is a living, breathing example of their genius.


